I present a probabilistic analysis of propositional STRIPS planning. The analysis considers two assumptions. One is that each possible precondition (likewise postcondition) of an operator is selected independently of other pre-and postconditions. The other is that each operator has a xed number of preconditions (likewise postconditions). Under both assumptions, I derive bounds for when it is highly likely that a planning instance can be e ciently solved, either by nding a plan or proving that no plan exists. Roughly, if planning instances under either assumption have n propositions (ground atoms) and g goals, and the number of operators is less than an O(n ln g) bound, then a simple, e cient algorithm can prove that no plan exists for most instances. If the number of operators is greater than an (n ln g) bound, then a simple, e cient algorithm can nd a plan for most instances. The two bounds di er by a factor that is exponential in the number of pre-and postconditions. A similar result holds for plan modi cation, i.e., solving a planning instance that is close to another planning instance with a known plan. Thus it appears that propositional STRIPS planning, a PSPACE-complete problem, exhibits a easy-hard-easy pattern as the number of available operators increases with a narrow range of hard problems. An empirical study demonstrates this pattern for particular parameter values. Because propositional STRIPS planning is PSPACE-complete, this extends previous phase transition analyses, which have focused on NP-complete problems. Also, the analysis shows that surprisingly simple algorithms can solve a large subset of the planning problems. This paper is a revised and extended version of 4].
Introduction
Lately, there has been a number of worst-case complexity results for planning, showing that the general problem is hard and that several restrictions are needed to guarantee polynomial time 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, 22] . A criticism of such worst-case analyses is that they do not apply to the average case 8, 18] . Recent work in AI has shown that this criticism has some merit. Several experimental and theoretical results have shown that speci c NP-complete problems are hard only for narrow ranges 7, 10, 19, 20, 27] and suggests that even the instances within these ranges can usually be e ciently solved 25, 26] .
This paper extends these results by providing a probabilistic analysis of propositional STRIPS planning 23]. In contrast to the above work, propositional STRIPS planning is a PSPACE-complete problem 5], a much harder complexity class 14] . PSPACE problems are those that can be solved by algorithms with space requirements that are bounded by a polynomial on the size of the input. PSPACE-complete problems are the hardest problems in this class. Satis ability of quanti ed Boolean expressions belongs to this class. Naturally, because PSPACE-complete problems are harder than NP-complete problems, 1 they should also have regions of hard problems. See 14] for an introduction to NP-and PSPACEcompleteness.
One way to think of the di erence between PSPACE-complete and NP-complete problems is that NP-complete problems are restricted to a polynomial number of nondeterministic choice points, while PSPACE-complete problems can have in e ect an exponential number of choice points. This is because nondeterministic algorithms restricted to polynomial space (NPSPACE algorithms) can be reduced to PSPACE algorithms, and these nondeterministic algorithms can require exponential time. In propositional STRIPS planning, this means that the shortest solution plan might have exponential length. Thus, each choice in a PSPACEcomplete problem is potentially a much smaller component of a solution as compared to a NP-complete problem. Similarly, each modi cation to an instance of a PSPACE-complete problem might have a small e ect. This might explain the smooth transitions between easy and hard instances in our empirical study.
In common with previous work on NP-complete problems, I make strong independence assumptions about the distribution of instances. I assume that the probability that a given operator is in a planning instance is independent of what other operators are in the instance. Two variations of this theme are explored. One is that each possible precondition (likewise postcondition) is selected independently of the other pre-and postconditions in the operator. The other is that each operator has a xed number of preconditions (likewise postconditions). Under these assumptions, I derive bounds for when it is highly likely that speci c algorithms will e ciently solve a planning instance, either by nding a plan or proving that no plan exists. Musick and Russell 21] also analyze a problem similar to planning. They approximate a restricted kind of search (each operator has one postcondition) with Markov chains, which in turn leads to polynomial-time solutions on average under certain conditions. In contrast, my analysis provides rigorous probabilistic bounds in terms of ve parameters: the number of propositions, the number of operators, the number of pre-and postconditions per operator, and the number of goals. These parameters characterize a full range of planning problems.
The algorithms analyzed by this paper are all variations of simple hill-climbing, i.e., hill climbing with no backtracking. Clearly, this type of search is far removed from the sophisticated partial planning algorithms that are the subject of much current study, e.g., TWEAK 6] , SNLP 17] . and UCPOP 24] , and is impoverished compared to almost any other planning algorithm ever proposed. There are three reasons to consider algorithms of such simplicity: they permit formal analysis, they are e cient, and, as noted below, they cover a very large portion of the planning problem. The results for these algorithms should provide a baseline for analyzing and empirically comparing more sophisticated algorithms on random planning instances.
Speci cally, given that randomly-generated planning instances have n propositions (ground atoms) and g goals, and that operators have r preconditions and s postconditions on average, I derive the following results. If the number of operators is at most ((2n?s)=s)(ln g?ln ln 1= ), then a simple, e cient algorithm can prove that no plan exists for at least 1 ? of the instances. If the number of operators is at least e r e sg=n (2n=s + 1)(ln g= ), then a simple, e cient algorithm can nd a plan for at least 1 ? of the instances. If r, s, and are held constant as n and g increase, then the bounds are O(n ln g) and (n ln g), respectively. They di er by a factor that is exponential in the number of pre-and postconditions.
A similar result holds for plan modi cation. If the initial state or goals are di erent by one condition from that of another planning instance with a known plan, and if there are at least e r+s (2n=s)(ln 1= ) operators, then it is likely (1 ? ) that a single operator converts the old plan into a solution for the new instance.
Thus, it appears that propositional STRIPS planning is easy if the number of operators is below one threshold or above a somewhat higher threshold. Conjecturing that some range of problems between the thresholds are hard, then propositional STRIPS planning exhibits a easy-hard-easy pattern similar to NP-complete problems. An empirical study demonstrates this pattern for particular parameter values. However, the empirical study shows smooth transitions between easy and hard instances, and so would not normally be considered a phase transition. Despite this, the theoretical analysis can be said to demonstrate an \asymptotic" phase transition. Larger random planning instances are hard only if the number of operators is (n ln g). Outside this asymptote, larger instances become easy. In any case, future work is needed to narrow the gap between the bounds and to analyze more realistic distributional assumptions and more sophisticated algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, de nitions and key inequalities are presented. Then, the results of the analysis are derived. Finally, empirical results are displayed.
Preliminaries
This section de nes propositional STRIPS planning, describes the distributions of instances to be analyzed, and presents key inequalities.
Propositional STRIPS Planning
An instance of propositional STRIPS planning is speci ed by a tuple hP; O; I; Gi, where:
P is a nite set of ground atomic formula, called the propositions; a proposition is also called a positive condition; its negation is called a negative condition; a state is a satis able set of conditions of which each proposition or its negation is a member;
O is a nite set of operators; the preconditions and postconditions of each operator are satis able sets of conditions;
I is the initial state; and G, the goals, is a satis able set of conditions.
If the preconditions of an operator are satis ed by a state, then the operator can be applied to that state, and the resulting state is determined by adding the postconditions, deleting those conditions that con ict with the postconditions (cf. 13]). A solution plan is a sequence of operators that transforms the initial state into a goal state, i.e., a state that satis es the goals.
For example, a blocks-world instance can be represented using propositions like clear(A) to represent \block A has a clear top," and on(A; B) to represent \block A is on top of block B." The set of preconditions of an operator to move A from on top of B to on top of C can be represented as: If the preconditions are true before the operator is applied, then after the operator is applied, block B becomes clear, block C is no longer clear, block A is no longer on block B, and block A is now on block C.
Distributional Assumptions
Let n be the number of propositions. Let o be the number of operators. Let r and s respectively be the expected number of pre-and postconditions within an operator. Let g be the number of goals.
For given n, o, r, s, and g, I assume that random planning instances under the variable model are distributed by generating each operator as follows:
For each proposition p 2 P, p is a precondition of the operator with probability r=(2n); alternatively :p is a precondition with probability r=(2n). These probabilities are independent of other pre-and postconditions. For postconditions, s=(2n) is the relevant probability.
For each proposition p 2 P, p 2 I (the initial state) is as likely as :p 2 I.
For the goals, g propositions are selected at random and are set to positive or negative so that no goal is satis ed in the initial state. This latter restriction is made for ease of exposition.
The only di erence between the variable model and the xed model is that: Each operator has exactly r preconditions and s postconditions. Any legal set of r preconditions or s postconditions is equally likely. It must be admitted that these assumptions do not approximate certain aspects of planning domains very well. For example, there are only b clear conditions for a blocks-world instance of b blocks compared to (b 2 ) on conditions. However, every blocks-world operator refers to one or more clear conditions, i.e., a given clear condition appears more often within the set of ground operators than a given on condition. Also, there are correlations between the conditions, e.g., clear(A) is more likely to appear with on(A; B) than with on(C; D). Similar violations can be found for any of the standard toy domains.
Ultimately, the usefulness of these assumptions will depend on how well the threshold bounds of the analysis classify easiness and hardness of real planning domains. Even so, it is worth noting that the xed model provides a uniform distribution over the set of instances de ned by the parameters. Because the results show that such planning instances are usually easy except for a narrow range of the number of operators o, it follows that the vast majority of planning instances are indeed easy.
Algorithm Characteristics
Each algorithm in this paper is incomplete but sound, i.e., each algorithm returns correct answers when it returns yes or no, but might answer \don't know." Speci cally, \success" is returned if the algorithm nds a solution plan, \failure" is returned if the algorithm determines that no plan exists, and \don't know" is returned otherwise.
The performance of a given algorithm is characterized by an accuracy parameter , 0 < < 1. Each result below shows that if the number of operators o is greater than (or less than) a formula on n, r, s, g, and , then the accuracy of the algorithm on the corresponding distribution (see Distributional Assumptions section) will be at least 1 ? . Inequalities (1) and (2) are easily derivable from 9]. Inequality (3) is derivable from inequalities (1) and (2) . The logarithmic forms of these equalities are sometimes used.
Inequalities
A particular form of Bonferroni's inequality shall be used. If E 1 ; E 2 ; : : :; E m are m events and the probability of each event is greater than or equal to 1 ? =m, then:
P(E 1^E2^: : :^E m ) 1 ?
(4) Finally, the following recurrence relation is useful in analyzing the xed model. Its justi cation is described in the proof for Lemma 4. Let f(s; n; k) be the probability that s conditions that are randomly generated from n propositions are consistent with some particular set of k conditions. Then, for nonnegative integers n, s n, and k n: f(s; n; k) = n ? k n f(s ? 1; n ? 1; k) + k 2n f(s ? 1; n ? 1; k ? 1)
The base cases are f(0; n; k) = 1, f(s; n; 0) = 1, f(s; n; n) = 2 ?s , and f(n; n; k) = 2 ?k . In the appendix, the following inequalities are demonstrated: e ?sk=n f(s; n; k) 2n 2n + sk (6) 3 E ciently Proving Plan Nonexistence
If there are few operators, it becomes unlikely that the postconditions of the operators cover all the goals, i.e., it is likely that some goal is not a postcondition of any operator. Recall that random planning instances are de ned so that no goal is true of the initial state. So if some goal is not a postcondition of any operator, then the instance has no solution plan. This leads to the following simple algorithm: Proof: The probability that there exists a goal that is not a postcondition of any operator can be developed as follows. Consider a particular goal and operator: s=2n probability that the goal is a postcondition of the operator 2 1 ? s=2n probability that the goal is not a postcondition of the operator (1 ? s=2n) o probability that the goal is not a postcondition of any operator 1 ? (1 ? s=2n) o probability that the goal is a postcondition of some operator (1 ? (1 ? s=2n) o ) g probability that every goal is a postcondition of some operator
The inequality of the theorem implies that the above probability is less than or equal to . Proof: The derivation in the previous proof holds for the xed model to the point where 1 ? (1 ? s=2n) o is the probability that a particular goal is a postcondition of some operator.
However, if this goal is a postcondition of some operator, then this reduces the probability that other goals will be postconditions of that operator, i.e., the number of \available" postconditions is reduced from s to s ? 1. Although (1 ? (1 ? s=2n) o ) g is not the probability that every goal is a postcondition of some operator, this expression does remain an upper bound. Thus, the same inequality holds for the xed model.
For xed and increasing n and g, the above bound approaches (2n ? s)(ln g)=s. If s is also xed, the bound is O(n ln g). In general then, planning instances with a number of operators linear in n (or linear in n times logarithmic in g times a small constant) will not have plans. Fortunately though, it is usually easy in such cases to prove that a plan does not exist.
Naturally, more complex properties that are e cient to evaluate and imply plan nonexistence could and should be used, e.g., the above algorithm does not look at preconditions or consider how postconditions con ict with the goals. Nevertheless, the analysis of PostsCover-Goals provides a strong bound on when it is easy to prove plan nonexistence.
E ciently Finding Plans
With a su cient number of operators, then it becomes likely that some operator will make progress towards the goal. In this section, I consider four algorithms. One is a simple forward search from the initial state to a goal state, at each state searching for an operator that decreases the number of goals to be achieved. The second is a backward search from the goals to the initial state. The third is also a backward search from the goals, but tries nds a plan that will reach the goals from any initial state. The fourth is a very simple algorithm for when the initial state and goals di er by just one condition.
To illustrate the algorithms the following instance is used: The notation pre ) post is used for operators; the preconditions are represented by a conjunction of conditions before the arrow; the postconditions are after the arrow. This instance would possible under the variable model for n = 4, o = 6, g = 2, and r and s set to any positive number between 1 and 3, inclusive, though it would be an especially unlikely instance for r = 3 or s = 3.
Forward Search
Consider the following algorithm:
if G is satis ed by S then return success else if some operator can be applied to S and satis es more goals then let S 0 be the result of applying the operator to S return Plan-Forward(S 0 ) else return don't know end if end if
If Plan-Forward(I ) is called, then it searches for an operator that increases the number of satis ed goals. If there is such an operator, the current state S is updated. PlanForward succeeds if it reaches a goal state and is noncommittal otherwise.
For the example instance, a plan of the rst two operators might be generated. The rst operator achieves the goal a 4 from the initial state, leaving the other propositions unchanged. The second operator achieves the remaining goal a 3 .
Plan-Forward just performs simple hill-climbing. I do not claim that this is a practical algorithm for planning in general, but the analysis is greatly simpli ed by avoiding backtracking and partial plans. The probability that the algorithm will succeed can be bound by considering the probability that an additional goal can be satis ed by some operator. Certainly, a more systematic search algorithm that e ciently includes Plan-Forward would exceed its probability of success. 3 Despite its handicaps, Plan-Forward is surprisingly robust under certain conditions. First, I demonstrate two lemmas for the number of operators that need to be considered to increase the number of satis ed goals. One lemma is for the variable model, and the other, the xed model. Proof: The expression for the probability that some operator will increase the number of satis ed goals can be developed as follows:
(1 ? r=2n) n probability that a state satis es the preconditions of an operator,
i.e., each of n propositions is not a precondition with probability 1 ? r=n; alternatively, a proposition is a matching precondition with probability r=2n
(1 ? s=2n) g?d probability that the postconditions of an operator are consistent with the g ? d goals already achieved (1 ? s=2n) d probability that the postconditions do not achieve any of the d remaining goals, i.e., for each goal, it is not a postcondition with probability 1 ? s=2n 1 ? (1 ? s=2n) d probability that the postconditions achieve at least one of the d remaining goals Thus, the probability p that a particular operator can be applied, will not clobber any satis ed goals, and will achieve at least one more goal is: Proof: Just as in the previous Lemma, the approach is to show that the probability p that a particular operator can be applied, will not clobber any satis ed goals, and will achieve at least one more goal satis es: p e ?r e ?s(g?d)=n sd 2n + sd The probability that a particular operator can be applied is 2 ?r e ?r .
The probability that the postconditions of an operator are consistent with the g ? d goals already achieved can be described with a recurrence equation. Let f(s; n; k) be the probability that s conditions can be randomly generated from n propositions so that they are consistent with some particular set of k conditions. If a condition is randomly generated from the n propositions, there is a (n ? k)=n probability that it is neither identical to nor the negation of one of the k conditions; this leaves s ? 1 conditions to be generated from n ? 1 propositions and to be consistent with k conditions. Alternatively, there is a k=2n probability that it is identical to one of the k conditions; this leaves s ? 1 conditions to be generated from n ? 1 propositions to be consistent with k ? 1 conditions. The remaining k=2n probability is when it con icts with one of the k conditions. This leads to the following recurrence equation:
f(s; n; k) = n ? k n f(s ? 1; n ? 1; k) + k 2n f(s ? 1; n ? 1; k ? 1) which was introduced as equation (5).
In the base cases, f(0; n; k) = 1, f(s; n; 0) = 1 (the probability is 1 if there are no conditions to select or no conditions to be consistent with), f(s; n; n) = 2 ?s (each condition to select must have a particular sign), and f(n; n; k) = 2 ?k (each condition to be consistent with must be selected). For this recurrence equation and these base cases, inequality (6) holds, in this case, f(s; n; g ? d) e ?s(g?d)=n .
The probability of achieving at least one more of the d remaining goals is one minus the probability that none of the d goals are achieved, i.e., 1 ? f(s; n; d). Inequality (6) implies that f(s; n; d) 2n=(2n + sd), from which 1 ? f(s; n; d) sd=(2n + sd) follows.
The probability that the postconditions of an operator are consistent with the g ?d goals already achieved is not independent of the probability of achieving at least one more of the d remaining goals. Fortunately, the two events have an additive dependency relationship, i.e., either event \increases" the probability of the other event. For example, if the postconditions of an operator are consistent with the goals already achieved, then this increases the probability of achieving one of the remaining goals because there are fewer conditions to choose from, and because any of the goals can still be chosen. This completes the proof.
The maximum value of the expression in the lemmas can be used to describe PlanForward, which leads to the following theorem: The bound is exponential in the expected numbers of pre-and postconditions. Naturally, as operators have more preconditions, it becomes exponentially less likely that they can be applied. Similarly, as operators have more postconditions, it becomes exponentially less likely that the postconditions are consistent with the goals already achieved. Note though that if g n=s, then e sg=n e, so the expected number of postconditions s is not as important a factor if the number of goals are small.
For xed , r, and s, and increasing n and g, the above bound is (n ln g). Taking into account the result for Posts-Covers-Goals, it is clear that two sides of the random planning problem are easy. Below a O(n ln g) bound on the number of operators, it is usually easy to prove that a plan does not exist; above a (n ln g) bound on the number of operators, it is usually easy to nd a plan. Remaining is a gap of a constant between the two bounds, which is exponential in the number of pre-and postconditions. It is a safe conjecture that some range of instances within the gap is hard, so I conclude that random planning instances exhibit the easy-hard-easy pattern of other NP-hard problems, with the hard problems occupying a narrow range of the number of operators. The empirical study in a following section displays the results of using this algorithm.
Backward Search
One could also perform a backward search from the goals to the initial state. Consider the following algorithm: then, for at least 1 ? of the instances, some operator will achieve a goal state from another state that has fewer con icts with the initial state.
Proof: The expression for the probability for the variable model can be developed as follows:
(1 ? r=2n) n a lower bound on the probability that the preconditions of an operator are consistent with the goals minus the postconditions, and all preconditions not in the goals minus the postconditions are consistent with the initial state 1 ? (1 ? s=2n) d probability that the postconditions achieve at least one of the d remaining goals
(1 ? s=2n) n a lower bound on the probability that the postconditions of an operator are consistent with the goals, i.e., each of at most n goals is not negated with probability 1 ? s=2n
The last two probabilities are not independent, but their interaction is additive, i.e., an operator that is consistent with the remaining goals is more likely to achieve one of the remaining goals. Thus, the probability p that some operator will reduce the number of goals that are not true of the initial state is bounded by: Under the xed model, let f be recurrence equation (5). Then, the probability of suitably consistent pre-and postconditions is at least f(r; n; n) = 2 ?r e ?r and f(s; n; n) = 2 ?s e ?s , respectively. The probability that the postconditions achieve at least one of the d remaining goals is 1 ? f(s; n; d) sd=(2n + sd). The probability that the postconditions are consistent with the goals is not independent of the probability that the postconditions achieve at least one of the d remaining goals, but their interaction is additive. Thus, the probability p that some operator reduces the number of goals not true of the initial state under the xed model is also bounded by: p e ?r e ?s sd 2n + sd which leads to the inequality of the theorem.
As for Plan-Forward, to determine a bound for Plan-Backward, the maximum value of the expression in the above lemma needs to be determined. This is done to prove the following theorem: Proof: For g goals, the number of unsatis ed goals will be decreased at most g times. If each decrease occurs with probability at least 1 ? =g, then g decreases (the most possible) will occur with probability at least 1 ? .
Thus, the expression in the previous lemma can be used substituting =g instead of . Maximizing over the g decreases leads to: g max d=1 e r+s 1 + 2n sd ln g e r+s 1 + 2n s ln g
The di erence between this bound for Plan-Backward and the bound for PlanForward is that the Plan-Backward bound has an e s term instead of e sg=n . This makes the Plan-Backward bound larger by a factor of e s(n?g)=n , so if the number of goals g is small relative to the number of propositions n, and if the expected number of postconditions s is large, then the increase is substantial.
This suggests that Plan-Forward will outperform Plan-Backward when g is small relative to n. This performance di erence should become more pronounced for larger s. However, if r, s, and remain constant as g and n increases, the order of the PlanBackward bound will be (n ln g), which is identical to the order of the Plan-Forward bound. Also, the following analysis suggests that the di erence will be smaller than suggested by Theorem 7.
Backward Search with Few Goals
The above analysis of Plan-Backward assumes the worst case regarding the size of the current set of goals G, namely that jGj is always close to n. However, if the number of goals is small enough, speci cally g n=r, then jGj can never reach n under the xed model, and is very unlikely to reach n under the variable model. The analysis for the xed model is much more tractable, and is given below. Lemma then, for at least 1 ? of the instances, some operator will achieve a goal state from another state that has fewer con icts with the initial state.
Proof: The only di erence from the proof for Lemma 6 is that the postconditions must be consistent with at most gr?dr+d goals rather than at most n goals. The probability of this is bounded by f(s; n; gr ? dr + d) e ?s(gr?dr+d))=n , where f is recurrence equation (5), and the inequality follows from inequality (6) . Substituting e ?s(gr?dr+d)=n for e ?s in the proof for Lemma 6 leads to the bound of this lemma. In the case where r = 1, this bound for Plan-Backward is the same as for PlanForward. For xed r and s and increasing g and n, if sgr remains small relative to n, then there is little di erence between the two bounds, but the Plan-Forward bound will still be smaller for r > 1, though it should be noted that both bounds are (n ln g).
Backward Search Independent of the Initial State
Consider the following variation of Plan-Backward:
Plan-Backward2(G) if G = ; then return success else if there is a an operator with R and S as its pre-and postconditions such that G is consistent with S, and j(G ? S) + Rj < jGj then return Plan-Backward2((G ? S) + R) else return don't know Like the previous algorithm, Plan-Backward2 looks for operators that reduce the number of goals, but unlike Plan-Backward, Plan-Backward2 does not depend on the initial state, and it repeatedly looks for an operator that reduces the number of goals until there are no goals left. If Plan-Backward2 succeeds, then it will have discovered a sequence of operators that achieves a goal state from any initial state, although note that the rst operator in this sequence (the last operator selected by Plan-Backward) must not have any preconditions; otherwise j(G ? S) + Rj would be non-zero. Having such an operator is probably unrealistic; it is impossible under the xed model if r 1. Nevertheless, the analysis below suggests that reducing a set of goals into a much smaller set of goals is often possible, which, of course, can then be followed by forward search or a more general backward search.
In the example instance, the fth operator :a 2 ) a 3^a4 achieves the goals leaving the single new goal :a 2 . The sixth operator ) :a 2 achieves the new goal without any preconditions.
I rst introduce a lemma for the number of operators needed to nd one operator that reduces the number of goals. Lemma However, the case in which every goal equal to a postcondition is also equal to a precondition must be avoided. The probability that this occurs for a given goal is a sum of the following:
(1 ? r=n)(1 ? s=n) probability that the goal and its negation is not in the preand postconditions (r=2n)(1 ? s=n) probability that the goal is in the preconditions, but it (as well as its negation) is not in the postconditions (r=2n)(s=2n) probability that the goal is in both the pre-and postconditions Using the sum of these probabilities, the probability of this case happening for all g goals is: Comparing the two bounds for Plan-Forward and Plan-Backward2, the bound for Plan-Backward2 is worse in that it has a larger constant and has a e 2r term as opposed to a e r term for the Plan-Forward bound. Because Plan-Backward2 does not use the initial state, some increase would be expected. However, the Plan-Backward2 bound is better in that one component is additive, i.e., O(e s + n=s); whereas the corresponding subexpression for the Plan-Forward bound is O(e sg=n n=s). The reason is that in the maximization of the Plan-Backward2 bound, e sd=n is maximum when d is at its maximum, while the maximum value for n=sd is when d is at its minimum. In the maximization for the Plan-Forward bound, e s(g?d)=n attains its maximum at the same time as n=sd does, when d is at its minimum. However, for xed r, s, and , and increasing n and g, both bounds are (n ln g).
Plan Modi cation
So far I have considered the problem of generating a plan from scratch. In many cases, however, the current planning instance is close to a previously solved instance, e.g., 15, 16] . Consider a simpli ed version of plan modi cation, speci cally, when the initial state or set of goals of the current planning instance di ers by one condition from a previously solved instance. In this case, the new instance can be solved by showing how the new initial state can reach the old initial state, or how the old goal state can reach a new goal state. Within the framework of random planning instances then, I shall analyze the problem of reaching one state from another when the two states di er by one condition, i.e., there are n goals, and all but one goal is true of the initial state.
The worst-case complexity of this problem, like the problem of planning from scratch, is PSPACE-complete 22]. However, the following theorem shows that e cient plan modi cation does not appear to require as many operators as e cient planning from scratch. then, for at least 1 ? of the instances, some operator solves the instance in one step. Proof: First, I develop the probability p that a random operator solves a random instance for the variable model. The probability that the preconditions are consistent with the initial state is (1 ? r=2n) n . The probability that the postconditions are consistent with the n ? 1 goals already achieved is (1?s=2n) n?1 . In addition, the probability that the goal is achieved by a postcondition is s=2n. (1 ? p) o e ?po e ?ln 1= = which proves the bound for the variable model. For the xed model, the probability that the preconditions are true of the initial state is 2 ?r e ?r . The probability that the goal is achieved by a postcondition is s=2n (it is selected with probability s=n and has the right sign with probability 1=2). The probability that the remaining s ? 1 postconditions are consistent with the n ? 1 goals already achieved is f(s ? 1; n ? 1; n ? 1) 2 ?s+1 e ?s , where f is de ned by recurrence equation (5) . Thus, the probability p that a random operator solves a random instance in the xed model has a lower bound of e ?r e ?s s=2n, and the inequality of the theorem follows.
Thus, for xed r, s, and , (n) operators su ce to solve planning instances that di er by one condition from previously solved instances. So, for at least the distributions of planning instances considered here, the number of operators needed for e cient plan modi cation appears to be a factor of O(ln g) lower than that needed for e cient planning from scratch.
As a corollary, consider any state sequence of length g + 1 from the initial state to a goal state, where each successive state in the sequence di ers by just one condition. If g= is substituted for in the theorem, and the inequality is satis ed, then any particular transition in the sequence can be accomplished with probability 1 ? =g. Consequently, all transitions can be performed with probability 1 ? . Thus, (n ln g) planning can be accomplished even if the transitions from the initial state to a goal state are chosen in advance.
Empirical Study
The formal analysis provides rigorous probabilistic bounds on when random planning instances can be e ciently solved, either by proving that no plan exists or by nding a solution plan. However, the derivation of the bounds in the above theorem depends on rather crude inequalities. In this section, I display the empirical results when two of the above algorithms, Posts-Cover-Goals and Plan-Forward, are applied to randomly-generated planning instances.
Note that there are ve parameters to choose (the number of operators o, the number of propositions n, the number of pre-and postconditions r and s, and the number of goals g) as well as the choice of variable model (on average, operators have r and s pre-and postconditions) or xed model (each operator has exactly r and s pre-and postconditions). As a result, it is not feasible to empirically cover many of the possibilities. Any choice of values will be arbitrary to some extent.
I chose the following values for this study: n = 100 and n = 1000, r = 2 and s = 2 under the xed model, g ranging from low values up to n, and o varying over where the algorithms' performance changes. The two values for n allow g to vary over many values, and also show how the transitions change from a lower value to a higher value. The values of r and s are the minimum values that make propositional STRIPS planning PSPACE-complete 5]. The xed model ensures e ciency in generating an operator. 5 Di erent values for g will test the ln g asymptote.
For each trial, it is assumed that there is an unbounded stream of randomly-generated operators that can be used. For the Posts-Cover-Goals algorithm, it can be determined when the stream of operators covers all the goals. At this number of operators (call the number a), Posts-Cover-Goals fails to solve the problem. In my implementation of Plan-Forward, whenever an additional goal is achieved, the algorithm reverts to the beginning of the stream, attempting to achieve remaining goals with previously generated operators. For this implementation, it can be determined how much of the stream was used by Plan-Forward to solve the problem. At this number of operators (call this number b), Plan-Forward solves the problem. 1000 trials were performed for each value of n and g considered. This will, as shown below, give a good indication of where these algorithms solve from 1% to 99% of the instances. I.e., if 99% of the a values are greater than 100, then Posts-Cover-Goals empirically solves at least 99% of the instances when o 100. If 1% of the b values are less than or equal to 1000, then Plan-Forward empirically solves at least 1% of the instances when o 1000. Figure 1 displays the empirical results for Posts-Cover-Goals when n = 100. The x-axis is the number of goals (even numbers from 2 to 100) on a logarithmic scale, and the y-axis is the number of operators. Each point on the graph indicates the number of operators where Posts-Cover-Goals solves a certain percentage of instances for a given number of goals. The ve kinds of points correspond to ve isolevels. The diamond points indicate 99% e ectiveness; the plus points 90% e ectiveness; the square points 50%; the x points 10%; and the triangle points 1%. The Posts-Cover-Goals algorithm has higher e ectiveness for lower number of operators. For a given level of e ectiveness, the logarithmic scaling makes it clear that the number of operators varies logarithmically with g, which is consistent with the theoretically derived bound. Also, the theoretical bound is remarkably close to the empirical results, e.g., for g = 100 and = 0:01, the theoretical bound gives 305 operators; the empirical result is 311. This closeness is also true for n = 1000. Figure 2 displays the results for Plan-Forward when n = 100. The x-axis is displayed on a linear scale in this graph. In this case, Plan-Forward has higher e ectiveness for higher number of operators. In apparent contradiction to the analysis for Plan-Forward, the e ect of the number of goals appears to be linear. For example, the 99% e ectiveness level appears to vary linearly from about 2000 for g = 2 to about 6000 for g = 100. The apparent contradiction can be resolved by looking closer at the theoretical bound of Theorem 5, i.e., e r e sg=n (2n=s + 1)(ln g= ), where for this data r = s = 2 and n = 100. As the number of goals g increases from 2 to 100, ln g= with = 0:01 only doubles, but note that e sg=n increases by more than a factor of 7, with most of the increase occurring for g > 50. This is more than su cient to account for the three-fold increase observed for the 99% e ectiveness level. Because e sg=n more than doubles when g > n=2 while ln g does not even increment by 1 (no matter what n is), a similar e ect should be present for higher values of n. In this case, the theoretical bound (which is over 50000 for g = 100 and = 0:01) exceeds the empirical values by a very pessimistic margin. This is also true for n = 1000. Figure 3 shows the combined performance of the two algorithms for n = 100. For this graph, the y-axis is given a logarithmic scaling and is cut o at 100 to increase readability. There is more than 99% e ectiveness at the top and bottom of the graph with minima in the middle. The minimum e ectiveness of the algorithms steadily decreases as more goals are added, indicating that the problem becomes progressively harder with additional goals. The middle right of the graph contains a region where the combined e ectiveness of the algorithms is less than 1%. There is no point in the empirical data where the combined e ectiveness is 0%. The points where 100% empirical e ectiveness occurs are similarly spaced on the graph from the 99% points. I.e, the distance on the graph between the 100% points and the 99% points is similar to the distance between the 99% points and the 90% points. The 100% points have high variability, which is why they are not displayed.
The results for n = 1000 propositions are displayed in Figures 4, 5 , and 6. This experiment took over one CPU-week on a Sparc 5 running Lucid Common Lisp. The most signi cant di erences are as follows.
There is about a ten-to twenty-fold increase in the number of operators for high levels of e ectiveness. For the 99% e ectiveness level for Posts-Covers-Goals (comparing Figure 4 vs. Figure 1) , the n = 1000 data starts at about 1500 operators for g = 20, and goes up to over 5000 operators for g = 1000; the n = 100 data has about 150 operators for g = 20, up to about 300 operators for g = 100. For the 99% e ectiveness level for Plan-Forward (comparing Figure 5 vs. Figure 2) , the n = 1000 data starts at about 30000 operators and goes up to 80000. The n = 100 data starts at about 2000 operators, going up to about 6000 operators. This closely corresponds to a combination of a ten-fold increase in the number of propositions and a 50% increase in ln g from g = 100 to g = 1000.
The e ectiveness levels for Plan-Forward again appears to be primarily linear in the number of goals, perhaps even mildly exponential for large numbers of goals. This is explained by the e sg=n term in the theoretical analysis as described above. propositions and 500 goals. The x-axis is logarithmically scaled. Figure 6 displays a much larger region of hard instances for n = 1000, as compared to n = 100. The 1% e ectiveness region now extends almost to the left side of the graph. Again, the instances become progressively harder as g increases. Roughly, the contour where 0% empirical e ectiveness takes hold is similarly spaced from the 1% points on the graph. The 0% points, as might be expected, are highly variable, and so, are not displayed. For both algorithms and both values of the number of propositions n, the transition from 1% to 99% e ectiveness appears smooth; nevertheless, as the number of operators increase, there is an easy-hard-easy pattern. This is shown in Figure 7 for the parameter values n = 1000 and g = 500. The x-axis in the gure corresponds to the number of operators and is logarithmically scaled; the y-axis is the empirical e ectiveness or probability of a de nitive answer by the algorithms. Initially, at least 99% of the instances are solved by Posts-Cover-Goals until there are o 4700 operators. The e ectiveness of PostsCover-Goals drops to 1% at o 10500. None of the instances are solved by either PostsCover-Goals and Plan-Forward from o 13000 to o 16000. Plan-Forward solves 1% of the instances at o 19000. Finally at o 52000, 99% of the instances are solved by Plan-Forward. A valuable addition to Figure 7 would be a display of the probability of a solution plan dependent on the number of operators, showing the location of the transition from planning instances with no solution plans to those with solution plans. Unfortunately, the empirical data from running the algorithms are clearly insu cient to determine whether the transition is sharp or not and to determine the location of the 50% transition point. Also unknown are the lengths of the shortest solution plan for those instances that have solution plans.
Determining this information appears infeasible even for n = 100 because it would be slow to use any systematic search to nd a possibly very long plan in a search space of size 2 100 . 6 Remarks I have shown that determining plan existence for propositional STRIPS planning is usually easy if the number of operators satisfy certain bounds, and if each possible precondition and postcondition is equally likely to appear within an operator, independently of other operators. Assuming that the expected numbers of pre-and postconditions are xed, then it is usually easy to show that no plan exists for instances with n propositions, g goals, and the number of operators below a O(n ln g) bound, and it is usually easy to nd plans for instances with n propositions, g goals, and the number of operators above a (n ln g) bound.
In addition, plan modi cation instances are usually easy to solve if there are (n) operators. The constants for the latter two results are exponential in the expected numbers of pre-and postconditions.
The (n ln g) result was demonstrated for three simple planning algorithms. Searching from the initial state to the goals appears to have a slight advantage over searching backward from the goals. However, it appears possible in many cases to search backward from the goals to nd a plan that is largely independent of the initial state. Of course, it should be mentioned that rather crude inequalities are used in the analysis to derive simpli ed expressions. The empirical behavior of the Posts-Cover-Goals and Plan-Forward algorithm corresponded to the theoretical terms; however, the theoretical bounds for PlanForward are very conservative.
This work complements and extends previous average-case analyses for NP-complete problems. It complements previous work because it suggests that random planning instances are hard only for a narrow range of a particular parameter, in this case, the number of operators. It extends previous work because the worst-case complexity of propositional STRIPS planning is PSPACE-complete, thus, suggesting that PSPACE-complete problems exhibit threshold phenomena similar to NP-complete problems. The empirical study also resulted in the easy-hard-easy pattern characteristic of random instances of hard problems, though with smooth transitions.
This work also provides theoretical and empirical support for reactive behavior. A main tenet of reactive behavior is that sound and complete planning, besides being too ine cient, is often unnecessary, i.e., states can be mapped to appropriate operators without much lookahead. The analysis of the Plan-Forward algorithm, which only does a one-step lookahead, shows that this tenet is true for a large subset of the planning problem.
Further work is needed to narrow the gap between the bounds derived by this paper and to analyze more realistic distributions. In particular, the assumption that operators are independently selected is clearly wrong. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to empirically test how well the bounds of this paper classify the hardness of realistic planning problems.
Also, more sophisticated algorithms should be analyzed and empirically tested. It will be a challenge to develop planning algorithms that are su ciently e cient and e ective to compare against the empirical results in this paper.
A Proofs of Some Inequalities
The proof of Lemma 4 depends on upper and lower bounds for the recurrence relation: f(s; n; k) = n ? k n f(s ? 1; n ? 1; k) + k 2n f(s ? 1; n ? 1; k ? 1) for positive integer n and nonnegative integers s and k, s n and k n, where the base cases are f(0; n; k) = 1, f(s; n; 0) = 1, f(s; n; n) = 2 ?s , and f(n; n; k) = 2 ?k . See the proof for Lemma 4 for a justi cation of this equation. Lemma 13 f(s; n; k) e ?sk=n
Proof: In the base cases:
f(0; n; k) = 1 = e 0 f(s; n; 0) = 1 = e 0 f(s; n; n) = 2 ?s e ?s f(n; n; k) = 2 ?k e ?k Using mathematical induction, assume that (s; n; k) is not a base case, and that the inequality holds for all tuples less than (s; n; k). Then: f(s; n; k) = n ? k n f(s ? f(0; n; k) = 1 = 2n 2n + 0k f(s; n; 0) = 1 = 2n 2n + 0s f(s; n; n) = 2 ?s = e ?s ln 2 e ?s=2 2 2 + s = 2n 2n + sn f(n; n; k) = 2 ?k 2n 2n + nk Using mathematical induction, assume that (s; n; k) is not a base case, and that the inequality holds for all tuples less than (s; n; k). Then: f(s; n; k) = n ? k n f(s ? = 0. n = 1 and n = 0 must be base cases, i.e., at least one of s = 0, k = 0, s = n, or k = n must be true. Thus, the numerator must be nonpositive, which implies that f(s; n; k) 2n=(2n + sk).
